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This study investigates the ricochet behaviour of three different small-arms projectile types using a novel
ricochet measuring device. The results can be used to estimate the danger potential of ricochets on
shooting ranges.A ricochet is the change of direction and velocity of a projectile after impacting an
oblique surface. This impact produces strong vibrations on a rigid plate.

During this impact, flexural waves travel radially outwards from the point of impact. These waves are
used to determine the properties of the impactor with accelerometers situated on the target surface.
With the use of two measurement plates, one can produce a ricochet and detect the velocity at the same
time.

Accelerometers are suitable for accurate momentum measurements of single impacts. However,
depending upon strike velocity and the impact angle, a ricochet can separate in multiple fragments after
being deflected. From the operational safety perspective, these fragments need to be detected, as well.
The approach of a coupled sensor concept was chosen to solve this problem.

Thermographic sensors were additionally used to visualise the heat which is produced after pene-
trating a rubber layer pasted in front of the steel target plate. With this approach one was able to detect
the position of impact. The investigations showed that the measurement system performance is better
with a multiple sensor design, which includes accelerometers for the velocity, impact strength and partly
the position measurement, while the thermographic sensor was used for the position measurement and
partly the momentum measurement.

The investigated ammunition showed plausible fragmentation behaviour, and the results can already
be used to estimate the danger potential of different ammunition types. Frangible projectiles fragment to
small particles already after being deflected under a small angle. However, Full Metal Jacket projectiles
with or without a steel core do not fragment under angles which are less than 5�.

The objective of the paper is to demonstrate the possibility of measuring the complex ricochet me-
chanics of small projectiles using standard accelerometers with the adequate signal processing approach.
This measuring system is supported by an off the shelf thermographic camera.
© 2020 China Ordnance Society. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications

Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The aim of this work is to investigate the performance of a novel
measurement device capable of measuring ricochets of small-
calibre ammunition. Small arms are extensively used during
manoeuvre-based operations.
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Any high-speed fragment ricocheting from fragmenting pro-
jectiles is a safety hazard for personnel operating in the vicinity. It is
essential, therefore, to evaluate the potential danger zone of rico-
cheting particles generated by projectiles.

Small-calibre projectiles are objects that weigh from 2 to 10 g,
which travel at supersonic speed and produce strong acceleration
signals on impacting an object such as witness platewhich are used
for ballistic investigations. Due to their high speed and rotation
rates, projectiles are generally challenging to characterise during
flight and impact, even with high-frequency sensors.

Sensors mounted on small arms projectiles, for ballistic tests,
would be too bulky and affect the flight path. Ricochet characteri-
sation is necessary for important applications like the estimation of
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range danger areas of shooting ranges. For the desired applications,
one needs to know the position of impact and the momentum
transmitted into the plate. To be known are also the time and dis-
tance between the first and second impact, where the ricochets are
finally stopped. Using this information, one can measure the re-
sidual energy, fragment weight and deflection angle of the pro-
jectile after impact, as well as the velocity.

The velocity can be derived easily by using a Time of Flight (TOF)
approach with two trigger devices. In the proposed system, the two
sensor plates are considered as trigger devices. However, the pro-
cedure is similar to the well-known trigger-foil system, which is
often used to trigger ballistic events such as e.g. ballistic events in
high-speed imaging [1] or general investigations like multiple im-
pacts [2]. The idea behind foil triggers is that two electrically
conductive foils (preferably of aluminium) are set up directly
behind each other. During the penetration process, a short circuit is
generated which can be used as a trigger. Using two of these trigger
devices and with the known distance between them, one can
calculate the velocity by applying the TOF. This approach is shown
by Yan et al. [3].

The triggering system in the case proposed here relies on wave
propagation in the plate material. The idea is similar to the
acoustical approach described in the notes of Michael Courtney [4].
He investigated the time of flight with a high-resolution micro-
phone and placed this microphone equidistant between the target
and the barrel muzzle. With the known distance between target
and barrel muzzle, plus the time difference of the two acoustic
signals, one could recalculate the mean velocity of the projectile.
The acoustic signals come from the muzzle burst and the impact
sound burst when the projectile hits the target (in this case a steel
plate). The main challenge for in detail impact quantification on
steel plates has to do with enormous decelerations and big de-
formations in a short time. This is why sensors mounted onwitness
plates, in the proposed case of steel, are widely used for impact
detection.

Impact detection units with plates rely on e.g. Impact Soft-
Recovery Experiments [5]. In this case, the target under investiga-
tion is a brittle plate, monitored by an interferometer. The pro-
jectile’s impact generates strong vibrations, which can be used to
characterise the nature of the impact. Espinosa et al. [6] revealed
that it is possible to get a cleaner raw signal from the target plate by
using a star-shaped geometry. Their tests showed that one can
significantly minimise the effect of the outer layer of the plate on
the impact zone itself. Like interferometers, accelerometers are
frequently used to determine properties of the impact such as the
impact position or the momentum [7e9]. One of the major sources
of measurement inaccuracies are random and reflected vibrations
[10]. Hammetter et al. used an array of accelerometers fixed on the
plate to determine the momentum transferred. He showed that
geometrical properties of the detecting plate itself might lead to
inaccurate measurements.

Another source of measurement inaccuracy is electronic
filtering of the acceleration data. As a best practice for shock in-
vestigations, accelerometers are mechanically insulated [11]. Se-
vere mechanical shocks such as bullet impact typically lead to six
degrees of freedom accelerations represented in broadband fre-
quencies. These frequencies make it difficult to determine the
overall momentum [6] or the position. Mechanical insulators
combined with electrical filters were found to be an appropriate
way to overcome this problem.

The impacting body excites the witness plate within a very short
time in a non-linear and randomvibration regime, where scattering
and reflections of vibrations at boundaries will occur [12,13]. Right
after the impact is the moment where the point of interest occurs,
this moment is called the Arrival Time (AT). The AT is defined as the
time when the sensor detects the first set of waves, which origi-
nates from the impact position.

Consequently, knowing the accurate AT is necessary to recal-
culate the exact impact positionwith the Time Difference of Arrival
(TDOA) algorithms [14]. TDOA algorithms are nowadays often used
and optimised for passive tracking of wireless communication
systems [15]. However, the underlying computations for wireless
devices tracking and the impact location are the same. The main
issue for an accurate triangulation of impact remains accurate AT
detection. For flexural group waves travelling in steel at a speed of
over 2500 m/s, even minor time errors lead to significant posi-
tioning errors. Knowing the speed of sound in the target material
and the AT difference are necessary for positioning. Furthermore,
by knowing the sensor positions, one can calculate the location of
the impact/of the origin of thewaves by numerical approaches [16].

Mingzhou et al. showed the possibility of precisely detecting the
AT of flexural waves using accelerometers after the impact of a
dropped test weight on a large steel plate. This investigation was
done in noisy environments like power plants [17]. They used a
sophisticated decomposition algorithm combined with the Hilbert
Huang Transformation. They found that the proposed algorithm
was capable of detecting the AT with a precision of several milli-
seconds. The main reason for the inaccuracies was still the noise in
the signal. In an idealised case, to lower the noise, flexural and
compressionwaves emitted from the origin of impact would not be
reflected.

The minimization of the reflections can be realised by two ap-
proaches: using a plate significantly larger compared with the
investigated area (this approach is presented in Ref. [13]), or using a
special damping plate. Unique damping plates are needed for both
measurement types, momentum measurement and positioning.

An interesting approach is a plate of unique shape with
decreasing thickness at the edge (called awedge shape) in a power-
law profile [18]. The different waveforms are eliminated due to
internal refraction. However, the power-law shape is challenging to
manufacture, which is why it is not used in practical vibration
dampers [19].

Possible approaches to manufacture this wedge shape are 3D
milling or casting [20], which are cost-intensive. Where hardened
steel and supersonic impacts are concerned, such delicate and large
structures are unsuitable for ballistic applications. For impact
analysis, shapes for more robust structures are desirable.

For hardened steel wear plates suitable to resist supersonic
impacts, 2D shapes should be used. Waterjet cutting or plasma
cutting could produce such plate designs. Possible shapes that can
be manufactured easily are any polygons or any round but two-
dimensional shapes.

Star-shaped (polygonal) flyer plates are also able to trap
compression waves, as used for standard impact soft-recovery ex-
periments [6]. In the star-shaped plate, much lower-level reflection
is observed during impact, which enhances the quality of the raw
data in ballistic tests. The edge morphology is capable of serving as
a trap for waves and was investigated computationally in Ref. [21].

A combination of star-shaped damping plate, enhanced by using
an acoustic black-hole shape for ballistic investigations, is proposed
by Muster et al. [22]. A witness and ricochet plate like this are
capable of measuring the momentum of an impact accurately.

For more accurate projectile impact position investigations,
especially for multiple impacts, it makes sense to search for a
different solution. Manrad and Doty [23] describe in their patent an
application which captures an impact on an elastic screen which
heats up during the penetration process of the projectile. The idea
of the patent is to calculate the exact impact coordinates of a single
impact. Using this information, it is possible to get a real-time
signal out of the computations, which the operator may apply



Fig. 1. System layout: under an incident trajectory, the projectile (1) impacts the ricochet plate (2) and gets fragmented and deflected under a certain angle. The deflected fragments
(3) fly in the direction of the rubber layer (4) and penetrate it. After penetration, the fragments get stopped on the witness plate (5) which is, like the ricochet plate, equipped with
four accelerometers (6). The raw signal of the accelerometers is first conditioned (7) so that it can be digitalised by the Data Acquisition Device (8). The rubber layer, heated up
during the penetration process, is observed under thermographic (9) to determine the point of impact with the help of the raw signal of the accelerometers. All signals are processed
in the processing unit (10).
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during the most realistic possible training. The information about
heating up is used to calculate the virtual trajectory of the projec-
tile, not to make any statement about the impact. The process of
heating up and the amount of energy transmitted into the screen
are not of interest. However, it shows the basic idea and the per-
formance of such thermographic systems.

Thermography in ballistics is also often used to investigate
failure mechanisms in composite structures [24e26]. The reason
for using high-speed thermography is that different materials of
the composite structure are heated for a short time during the
penetration process, and this can affect the matrix material, which
is often thermoplastic or epoxy resin. These thermal differences are
only of short duration and need to be investigated by high-speed
thermography.

However, thermography has also its benefits for the investiga-
tion of materials like ballistic composite structures, without need
for frame rates over 30 per second. Gopalakrishnan et al. [27]
showed that it is possible to investigate the damage point of impact
on a ballistic sheet impacted by a medium-velocity body using a
50 Hz camera. The studied material with fibres acts more like a
monolithic material, as can be seen in the picture taken after
several milliseconds.

Another interesting approach to investigate materials using low
frame-rate thermography is shown by Duan et al. [28]. They
described a system, which assesses the material after damage. They
took a general heat source and heated the specimen. This heating-
up process was filmed with a low-framerate thermal camera. The
outcome was that, with this low-cost approach, it was possible to
investigate the failure in the specimen itself accurately. The accu-
racy was better compared to the state-of-the-art ultrasonic trans-
mission assessment. Soonkyu et al. [29] described a way to inspect
wind turbine blades with the use of a laser and thermography.
Fractures on large blades are assessed by laser preheating. In case,
the damage is allocated to the surface, the specific heat capacity
changes. The blade with the damaged zone heats up faster. With
such a system, the defect can be precisely detected and
investigated.
The sought sensor system is a combination of Gopalakrishnan

with the low-framerate thermography of impacts, and the reversed
approach of Soonkyu et al. During the penetration of a rubber layer,
an impacting projectile dissipates its kinetic energy in lower form
by producing heat. This heat is stored so that it can be seen for
several seconds after impact.

To increase the positioning accuracy of multiple impacts, a
thermographic sensor is used additionally. With this combination,
a measurement device can be realised which is capable of working
with all kinds of projectiles and quantifying their ricochets. To get a
broader picture of the accelerometer measurements, a second
sensor type is used a so-called piezoelectric strain gauge. Thanks to
their broadband signal acquisition capabilities, these sensor types
can identify the condition of large structures [30].

This paper describes a sensor method for ballistic analysis using
two plates equipped with four acceleration sensors and a ther-
mographic sensor in combination with a witness rubber layer. The
momentum measurement of the projectile or its ricochets is made
with specially shaped plates equipped with accelerometers capable
of measuring uniaxial accelerations. They are placed in the normal
position relative to the plate, which means that only flexural waves
will be measured.
2. Material and methods

The ricochet measurement device consists of two main parts.
The schematic idea of the system is described in Fig. 1.

First, a heavy ricochet table, see Fig. 2a and b, attached to a
pushcart with reliable brakes to ensure that it does not move
during impact. The table can be adjusted in height and angle. The
ricochet plate is equipped with accelerometers to localise the point
where the projectile touches the plate for the first time, and de-
flects the projectile depending on the angle of the plate.

Second, a heavy metal frame, see Fig. 2c and d, equipped with a
second sensor plate at the back, called witness plate. The witness



Fig. 2. aed: Picture (a) shows the ricochet plate, the spikes of the plate are damping structures which allow a better AT detection, which is important for the precise triangulation.
The measurement area is 340 mm � 200 mm. Fig. 1b is the ricochet plate assembled on the pushcart. The structure of (c) represents the heavy metal frame to which the large
witness plate is screwed (d). The witness plate has the same type of spikes at the boundaries for damping purposes. The size of the measurement area is 600 mm � 345 mm.

Fig. 3. Accelerometer strain gauge assembly on the witness plate.
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plate is significantly larger than the ricochet plate because the
spread of the second impact (from the deflected projectile or its
fragments) is significantly larger compared with the first impact.
Theweight of themetal frame is 950 kg. This is necessary due to the
strong impulse transmitted into the system during impact.

Each of the two plate types (ricochet and witness plate) is
equipped with four accelerometers. The acceleration sensors are
designed for severe-shock investigations up to 100,000 g 350B01
(PCB, USA) [31]. These sensors are mechanically filtered to prevent
overshooting oscillations [11] and augment the capabilities to
detect the incident first flexural wave. A piezoelectric strain gauge
type 740B02 (PCB, USA) is also mounted on the witness plate to
crosscheck the sensor signal of the accelerometer, see Fig. 3.
Furthermore, the sensor plates are equipped with damping struc-
tures, which can be seen in Fig. 2a and c.

The ricochet plate has three major tasks, namely the deflection
of the projectile, the position measurement, and the exact time
Fig. 4. Thermal picture of 4 impacts with .22LR, the rise in temperature is ca. 10 �C
which can easily be detected.
measurement when the projectile impacts the first time. The mo-
mentum transmitted into the ricochet plate is also measured dur-
ing impact, but this is not this plate’s main task. The momentum
measurement in the witness plate is more in focus.

Thewitness plate’s tasks are tomeasure themomentum and the
exact point-in-time. The measurement capabilities of the witness
plate need to be augmented by a thermography camera. This,
because it is complex to locate different impact positions at the
same time using just four accelerometers. This capability is needed
because a ricochet can consist of several simultaneously impacting
fragments. The thermography camera shows on the rubber screen
the heat produced when a piece penetrated the thin rubber layer.
The material used for the layer was a special silicone of Shore
hardness 60. The layerwas 0.6mm thick. A typical picture of several
impacts, which penetrated the thin rubber layer, can be seen in
Fig. 4. These impacts were by subsonic projectiles weighing less
than 3 g each. This penetration process showed already significant
heating of the layer.

Three different ammunition types of the same calibre are
investigated, as shown in Fig. 5. They have a projectile diameter of
5.56 mm, and the length of the casing is 45 mm. This calibre type
was chosen to investigate the influence of the tilt angle of the
ricochet plate and the different ricochet behaviour of the particular
designs.

The first projectile tested is different projectile in that; it is a
5.56 mm training ammunition weighing 2.9 g. This projectile is
optimised for fragmentation, see Fig. 5a. It consists of copper par-
ticles and a polymer matrix, called frangible compound. These
projectile types are described less often in the scientific field. The
brittle material can cause severe wounds if a person is hit by this
projectile type [32,33]. For the ricochet investigation, it is an un-
orthodox and interesting projectile.

The second projectile type tested is the SS109, which is common
and investigated extensively by tests [34] or simulation [35]. The
primary reason for the development of the SS109 was to enhance
the penetration capabilities of the 5.56 mm projectiles [36]. It also
has a Full Metal Jacket (FMJ), but additionally features small steel
core in the front of the projectile, shown in Fig. 5b. Such double-
core projectiles can act differently when it comes to ricochet
behaviour. The steel core can fly longer distances compared with
the other projectiles. The weight of the SS109 of 4 g is the heaviest
investigated.

The third ammunition type (M193) is used is a well-defined
NATO standard ammunition stock number [37]. The M193 has
been extensively investigated by several researchers studying ter-
minal ballistics[38,39]. The M193 is a standard FMJ, see Fig. 5c,
which makes it also a reference for ricochet measurements. The
weight of the projectile is 3.6 g.



Fig. 5. Picture of the tree ammunition types investigated. Fig. 4c represents the regular FMJ projectile (M193), (b) represents the SS109 projectile with a hardened steel core.
However, the basic design is still a lead core and a Metal Jacket. A different approach is described in (a). Frangible projectiles are just copper particles with a matrix, which should be
transferred again to copper particles after hitting a hard target.

Fig. 7. Unfiltered accelerometer/strain gauge signal.

Fig. 8. Filtered accelerometer/strain gauge signal.
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According to the presentation of Rottenberger [40], typical
deflection angles for ricochets are 5�, 10�, 15� and 25�. Chosen for
this investigation were the angles 5�, 10�, 15�, 20� and 25�. The test
scope was the same as presented by the ricochet analysis of Rot-
tenberger [40] and according to the ricochet investigations of
Mattijssen and Kerkhoff [41]. Each ammunition and tilt-angle test
scenario was performed five times, which means that 45 tests had
to be made. The distance between the ricochet plate and the wit-
ness plate was on average 180 cm. The length was measured after
every shot and noted.

The ammunition was tested with a system similar to the Elec-
tronic Pressure Velocity and Action Time (EPVAT) measurement
setup [42] known for NATO tests. The National Instruments (NI,
USA) USB-6366 data acquisition device was used for the tests. It can
simultaneously acquire and record one set of data points every
0.5 ms The piezoelectric accelerometers are capable of measuring
frequencies up to 35 kHz. The raw data with a signal amplification
rate of 1 was acquired without filter, using the PCB-482C05 (PCB,
USA) signal conditioner. The data acquisition timewas set to 20 ms.
As the signal of interest was approx. 4 ms, this acquisition time was
sufficient. The pre-trigger was set to 0.1 ms. To increase the accu-
racy and redundancy of the measurement. The velocity was first
measured ten times using a projectile light gate B471 (HPI, Austria).
During the ricochet measurements, the velocity was also measured
before the projectile impacts, this using a small LS260 Light Gate
(Kurzzeit, Germany).

The ricochet and witness plates were calibrated with 9 mm
calibration shots. A standard 9 mm projectile was accelerated to
different velocities, from 290 to 350 m/s. The upper limit of the
transmitted momentumwas investigated using an SS109 projectile
Fig. 6. Signal processing of the raw accelerometer data.



Fig. 11. Graph of the velocity the direct Impact velocity is measured using a light gate,
whereas the ricochet velocities are measured using the time difference and the dis-
tance between the impact on the ricochet plate and the witness plate.

Fig. 9. Different Arrival Times of the accelerometers. This picture shows that the po-
sition of the impact was equidistant from Accelerometers 1 þ 2 and 3 þ 4. It also
indicates that the impact is closer to accelerometers 1 and 2.
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for both plate types. Both plate types were made of Hardox 500
tempered steel plate exhibiting a yield strength of 1300 MPa as a
target [43]. They are regularly used for devices which are resistant
to impacting supersonic projectiles [44].

This measurement was also verified by a fast-flying frangible
projectile which transmitted the same momentum as the M193. All
projectile types impacted orthogonal on the plates to ensure that
the impact is fully inelastic. The systems can only be calibrated
accurately on the assumption that the impact is inelastic. The
thermal image was taken by a SeeK Compact PRO (SeeK, USA)
camera. The focus of this investigation was more on the fragmen-
tation behaviour than on the accurate triangulation. However, it
was also an objective to prove that such a system can be used to
enhance the positioning of impacts. The signal processing approach
of this ballistic impact was the same as presented by Muster et al.
[45]. An RMS envelope with low-pass filtering was applied for both
detection systems, the positioning and the momentum trans-
mitted, see Fig. 6.

3. Results

The raw data acquired from a typical accelerometer and strain
gauge signal is presented in Fig. 7. The strain gauge signal rises to
approximately ten ms before the accelerometer signal. This earlier
rise is due to the strain gauge being slightly more sensitive than the
accelerometer. However, the strain gauge shows a negative offset
after being excited for 1 ms. This behaviour is even more present in
the filtered case, as Fig. 8 shows. The time of the rise of the strain
gauge signal is still similar to the accelerometer signal, which is
important for cross-proofing purposes.

However, the strain gauge has a significantly longer recovery
Fig. 10. Typical raw signal. The first peaks represent the acceleration signal produced
on the ricochet plate. The second set of signals represents the signals of the witness
plate where the ricochet impacts finally.
time compared to the accelerometers. This dynamic offset makes
the sensor unusable for momentum detection. However, the first
excitation, which is vital for the AT detection, is prominent. The AT
of all four accelerometers on one plate is represented in Fig. 9. The
signal rises with some small sinusoidal variations. These variations
are not present in the case of the strain gauge. However, the
accelerometer shows a better overall performance for the per-
formed ballistic test scenarios.

Fig. 10 shows a typical accelerometer signal pattern of the tests.
This pattern was generated by an M193 projectile under an impact
angle of 15�. The first four accelerometer signals are from the
ricochet plate, and they rise significantly higher compared with the
second set of peaks, which come from the witness plate. This dif-
ference inmaximum acceleration comes not only from the different
impact strength, but also from the different stiffness’s of the plates.
The ricochet plate is 12 mm thick, the witness plate 30 mm. The
distance between the two impacts divided by the time difference
between the two sets of waves determines the ricochet velocity.

This triangulation process of the ricochet plate is more
straightforward because the pre-processed acceleration signal rises
strongly. The arrival time is detected by a simple threshold trigger.
The acceleration pattern of the witness plate is loaded with
different peaks and, just on proper AT, not visible, see Fig. 10. This
pattern gives already an indication that a separation of the pro-
jectile took place, or that the projectile flies under a stronger pre-
cession and impacts diagonally. Positioning on the witness plate
can be measured more accurately using a thermographic camera.

Fig. 11 shows the velocity of the impact on thewitness plate. The
Fig. 12. Graph of the different impact momentums on the witness plate, the direct
impact represents the momentum of the impact of a directly impacting projectile.



Table 1
Comparison of projectile designs.

Projectile
Type

Projectile
Weight [g]

Impact
Angle [�]

Impact Velocity
[m/s]

Ricochet
Velocity [m/s]

Velocity Drop
[m/s]

Momentum before
Impact [Ns]

Momentum Witness
Plate [Ns]

Momentum Loss before vs. after
Deflection [%]

Frangible 2,9 5 920 853 67 2,67 0,75 72
Frangible 2,9 10 923 759 164 2,67 0,19 93
Frangible 2,9 15 916 729 187 2,66 0,14 95
Frangible 2,9 20 921 701 220 2,67 0,13 95
Frangible 2,9 25 917 700 217 2,66 0,10 96
M193 3,6 5 900 864 36 3,24 2,85 12
M193 3,6 10 901 841 60 3,24 0,87 73
M193 3,6 15 900 813 87 3,24 0,67 79
M193 3,6 20 900 773 127 3,24 0,41 87
M193 3,6 25 899 752 147 3,23 0,37 89
SS109 4 5 908 894 14 3,63 3,26 10
SS109 4 10 905 864 41 3,63 2,35 35
SS109 4 15 900 845 55 3,60 1,03 71
SS109 4 20 904 838 66 3,62 0,50 86
SS109 4 25 901 809 92 3,60 0,45 88
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direct impact was a scenario where the projectile was shot directly
at the witness plate, undeflected. It represents the normal velocity
occurring 25 m after leaving the muzzle. The error bars show the
standard deviation of the measured velocity. With an increasing
impact angle, the velocity decreases. The velocity drop has two
reasons:

Firstly, the impact wear on the steel ricochet plate. This first hit
slows the projectile down, the amount of impact wear depends on
the projectile material.

Secondly, the change of projectile shape. The projectile is less
aerodynamic and tumbles after hitting the oblique ricochet plate.

Looking at the heavier projectiles (M193 and SS109), one can
recognise a steady velocity drop. However, the slightly heavier
SS109 shows a less steep linear decay than the M193. In the case of
the M193, the spread of the velocity increases with an increasing
ricochet plate angle. The increasing spread might be because the
M193 starts to fragment and the lead fragments are of different
sizes, which results in a different drag coefficient and thereby
different velocities.

However, the most significant change in velocity is experienced
by the frangible projectile fragments after hitting the ricochet plate.
The velocity of the frangible fragments seems to plateau between
20 and 25�. This plateau effect might be because the copper powder
behaves similar to a fluid after total fragmentation.

Fig. 12 shows the results of the same test scenario as in Fig. 11.
This time, however, the momentum is analysed. The momentum
decreases also in this case with increasing impact angle. However,
with all ammunition types tested, the transmitted momentum is
very low after impact on a 25� plate. Fig. 12 shows, like a fingerprint
of a specific projectile design, a distinct specific momentum dis-
tribution. In the case of frangible projectiles, themomentum decays
Fig. 13. Thermal impact pattern of projectiles investigated under the impact angle of 5� . The
behaviour of two cored projectiles. In the case of the frangible ammunition, one can detec
before 10� to a certain threshold below 0.1 N. In the case of the
SS109, the signal decays also to a threshold. However, this
threshold is reached at 20� impact. The M193 is in between in both
scenarios.

The M193 shows an S-curve decay, which has its main mo-
mentum decay between 5� and 10� impact angle. Both the velocity
and especially the projectile weight of the SS109 are high compared
with the other ammunition types investigated, see Table 1. The
momentum of the SS109 is more persistent and decays not as fast
as the other projectiles. This might be due to the steel core, which
behaves rigid and bounces away from the ricochet plate without
substantial momentum loss.

The logarithmic decay pattern of the frangible projectile is even
more present in the case of the momentum than in case of the
velocity. Interestingly, the dispersion and the velocity of the 15� and
25� impacts are almost in the same range and decreased signifi-
cantly compared with the initial momentum. Under these angles,
the frangible projectile already fragmented into fine copper parti-
cles. These good disintegration properties are also the general
purpose of frangible ammunition [46], namely the diminution of
the range danger area after hitting any surface. This diminution can
be quantified using the ricochet measurement device.

In Fig. 13e17, one can see the fragmentation process on a ther-
mal picture of the investigated projectiles. The thermal image is
plausible after reading the momentum graph in Fig. 12. Many im-
pacts and a wide spread of the residuals lead to a lower overall
momentum. A low total momentum is crucial for a shorter-range
danger area.

Interestingly, Fig. 13 (M193) shows just one single impact, which
can occur if the ricochet plate deflects the projectile more smoothly.
However, this is not the case all the time; the thermal pictures
M193 does not fragmentise; the SS109 is separated into two pieces, which is a general
t already many small fragments.



Fig. 14. Thermal impact pattern of projectiles investigated under the impact angle of 10� . The M193 fragmentise under this angle. The blurred picture of the M193 and the frangible
projectile is due to temperature drifts of the thermal camera. The increase in fragmentation is recognisable primarily in the case of the frangible.

Fig. 15. Under the impact angle of 15� , all projectiles start to fragmentise. In the case of the frangible projectile, a continuous thermal pattern can be recognised. This is the impact
angle, where all projectile types show a significant momentum drop.

Fig. 16. Under the angle of 20� , the fragmentation spread increases for all projectiles investigated. The frangible projectile is under this angle entirely disintegrated.

Fig. 17. Under the angle of 25� , all projectiles are entirely disintegrated and show a horizontal line pattern. This is because the projectiles are reflected under a similar angle,
independent of the material and design of the projectile.
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represent just a possible pattern. A problem was the temperature
shift and the blurring out of the camera one can recognise this shift
in the background of Figs. 13e17. Due to this fact, only the
maximum temperature was indicated in the thermal images.

4. Discussion

In this ballistic experiment, positioning was performed manu-
ally by visual investigation. The results of the frangible projectile
ricochets, small particles, showed that the rubber layer does not
influence the test results. Even these small particles penetrate the
layer easily, and the velocity is not affected by the rubber layer. In
future, exact positioning with thermal imaging should be done
using an algorithm-based approach.

It was not possible to conclude from the thermal signature
direct to the impact strength or the shape of the ricochet. However,
with a more in-depth investigation and using a camera capable of
several hundred frames per second, which is more suitable for
general ballistic analysis, this would be possible as part of the future
work plans. Concerning the camera, there is an additional draw-
back that involves the temperature shift over time and the blurring
of the temperature pattern, especially the background. This was the
reason why only the maximal temperature was indicated. This
drawback can be resolved by using a camera featuring an accurate
temperature shift filter.

The momentum measurement was performed with acceler-
ometers and a calibration step using different ammunition types. It
is possible to augment the precision of the momentum measure-
ment with precisely defined metal balls shot on the measurement
plates using accurately defined accelerationmachines like gas guns.
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The ricochet measurement device was in this publication used
to investigate 5.56 mm projectiles and 9 mm projectiles. It is also
possible to use this device to investigate all small-calibre types and
all different projectile types like armour-piercing projectiles with a
tungsten core or solid projectiles made of brass or copper.

5. Conclusion

The goal of this work was to assess the performance and
trustworthiness of a novel ricochet measurement device with
ammunition types of interest. The ballistic study showed that it is
possible to quantify complicated and fast-flying structures like
projectiles or its ricochets with regular signal processing
approaches.

A Measurement system is proposed for ballistic impact in-
vestigations, which is suitable to measure ricochet velocities and
impact momentums in the typical small-calibre range.

For ballistic momentum measurements, strain gauges are less
suitable than accelerometers because the signal drifts strongly in
the investigated time domain. However, AT detection is possible
using both strain gauges and accelerometers. For multiple impact
positioning of projectile fragments, the used thermovision device is
appropriate to investigate the impact pattern. However, a more
precise camera with an image-processing unit would enhance the
performance of this sensor approach. The momentum measured
using accelerometers is a valuable property for ballistic in-
vestigations like the estimation of danger potentials of specific
projectile types and their fragments.

The transmitted momentum is further connected to the range
safety. A largemomentum loss after a deflection on an oblique plate
indicates a projectile, which has good properties for a reduced
ricochet danger.

Three different ammunition types showed that the basic design
of the projectiles has a significant influence on the deflection pro-
cess and with this on the range danger area. The results presented
here are plausible. The acquired results can be used to estimate the
danger potential of the different investigated ammunition types.
The investigations also confirmed that a slight deflection of regular
projectile types could lead to ricochets, which are still dangerous.

The main message is that quantifying of ricochets is possible
using cost-effective and straightforward devices. The concept itself
can also be applied to larger or smaller calibres to support the
projectile design and development process.
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